CADA 2021

I Wanna be in the Zoom Where it Happens
(the Zoom where is happens, the Zoom where is happens...)

Sandy Ginger
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SandygingerLV@gmail.com

JAMBOARDS (Google Chrome Add-on)
One Word  MASTER
Win Wish Wonder  MASTER
Word Circles  MASTER
Lots of freebies from Ditch That Textbook

How to share for breakout rooms
  “Make a copy”
  Make advance copies for each room with edit rights  - share links via Google Doc

Wheel of Names
Meeting break
Name selection
Leadership discussions

Flippity
Name selection
Grouping
Game boards

GAMES
Scattergories
Mister Lister

Alphabet Room

“....” Feedback
ALL or NONE

Follow your Leader

Quizlet Live
Team
  In breakout rooms
  In main room
Individual

OTHER RESOURCES
CADA Virtualizing your leadership curriculum
Work2BeWell
#Icanhelp
  Break the Ice
  Get to know your students
Character Strong
Evolve